Given a 2~ 2 matrix A and two column vectors x and y, with all entries rational, the question of whether L;.;: 2 is a positive integer n for which A "x = y is shown to be decidable.
Introduction
Let A be a 2 X 2 matrix, and x and y two column vectors (x# 0) with all entries in a computable field F. M. Harrison asked if it is decidable whether there is an n for which A"x = y. Subsequently it was asked by A. Meyer and then by Harrison whether this is decidable even when F consists of the rational numbers. We show here that it is indeed decidable over the rationals, by outlining a procedure for finding possible candidates yt or showing that there are none.
The problem partiti0n.s naturally into two pieces that are treated somewhat differently, depending on whether the eigenvalues of A are complex conjugates on the unit circle. If they are not, the question can be settled largely by one or another monotonicity argument.
When the eigenvaJues are complex conjugates on the unit circle, the problem can be restated as: given that cos 8 and cos T are rational, is there an y1 for which cos nf3 = cos r? Since, in general, {cos no 1 n= 1,2,3, . . . ) is dense in the unit interval, the monotonicity arguments that handle the other case are simply unavailable. Indeed, this fact seems to support the plausibility that the question is undecidable. However, some simple arguments about the growth of the numerator of cos n0 (which is necessarily rational), take care of this case.
Generalizations of this result might be to fields other than the rationals (the original Harrison question) or to m x m matrices. For the latter it will be clear that the methods shown here can be invoked to show decidability in many cases. The outstanding case in which they can not (or, it is unclear that they can) is when the eigenvalues of A all occur on the unit circle and in multiplicities greater than 2.
Because there is probably little interest in many details of the partitioning into subcases and carrying out some of the rather routine details of algebraic manipulations, most will be skimmed over.
2Q8 H.S. Shank
We assume that A is already in rational canonical form so that (omitting the trivial case that A is scalar) A has the form We denote n and y by, respectively, and Y 0 s l We omit the b =-1. This Section 4. case b = 0. Sections 2,P 3 and 5 handle all cases except Ial < 1 and case, which corresponds to the cosine question, is discussed in 2. The case lbI#l. We omit the (trivial) cases that b or one of the Ci is zero. It is clear that since 161 # 1 any candidate n can be distinguished. If the eigenvalues A1 and A2 are equal, then b = -a2 and A1 = A, = a, so that any candidate n must satisfy S -ay = a"(/3 -acy).
From this, if p # aac, any solution n can be found (recall we are assuming 161 # 1).
.it the (trivial) case p = aar. and the problem becomes that of finding an n for which A straightforward monotonicity argument can now be invoked to bound any candidates for suitable n.
The case of b-1 and lal<lo
In this case IA -x.11 = x2 -2ax f 1 has roots eie and emie, with a = cos 8. Accordingly, A" has eigenvalues e'"', eVine, so that IA "-xI\=x'-2cosn9x+l. That is, any candidate n must satisfy this. Since both a( = cos 0) and cos no are rational, we can rewrite the question as: given that cos 0 = r/s, with (r, s) = 1, and given u/u with (u, U) = 1, is there an n for which cos ne = u/v? (In case 1; fl = 0 then, for some c = f 1,6 = car and y = @ ; consitier instead the equivalent problem by finding n -1 for which for which the corresponding determinant is now I P a * 2ap-a 6 I = *(p"+ 2amp + (Y2).
Since: Ial c 1, this can't be 0.)
We omit the (trivial) case of r/s = *$. For the case of U/U = 0, which is not covered by the above formulation of the question, note that cos rr0 = 0 implies CGS (4n + i)e = cos 8.
Cos ne is a polynomial in cos 8, with integer coefficients. If this .is p,(cos 0) = pn (rls), then s"p,(r/s) is an integer, say c,. It is given by 2X,,, -s*c, = cn+*, 
The rational case of a matrix problem of Harrison
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For the case that s is a power of 2, say s = r/s# *4> it is convenient to express cn 2k, k > 1 (recall, we have assumed the recurrence (2) becomes: as c,, = 2"nu,, where z+, is odd. Accordingly, 2%+l+lrU,+1 -2%+*5& = 2hL+22)n+2_
First, we show that for some n, A,, + 1<2k + A,_l: if not,' then, always, A, + 13 2k + A,,_+ so that h,+132(n-l)k+A,;
since (cosn@l<l, we have knbh,, SO that kna2(n-l)k+A,-1 holds for all n. Clearly this is impossible. Accordingly, let no be least with AM,+1 < 2k + A,. Then For a! = 1, the Jordan canonical form .I of l"i is given by .I = PAP-', with
